A temperature-dependent micromagnetic study has been conducted to examine the spin dynamics of the perpendicularly magnetized nanodot in a thermally induced magnetic switching (TIMS) scheme. The magnetic parameters used in this study represent the properties of BaFe. The impact of writing-temperatures below the Curie point on the magnetization reversal characteristic of nanodot with three damping levels, which related to the minimum writing-field as well as the zero-field-switching probability, were discussed systematically. The spins configuration of the nanodot was also presented to visualize the modes of the magnetization switching. The simulation reveals that the writing-field decreases concerning with the writing-temperature and reaches its lowest value at the temperature of 0.4 % below its Curie point. During the heating phase, the mechanism of demagnetization is coupled with the writing-temperature. Meanwhile, the magnetic damping takes over the role in the magnetic switching mechanism during the freezing.
Introduction
Hard-Disk Drive on the market today is produced with the perpendicular magnetic recording technology [1, 2] . However, due to the writing-field magnitude constraint, the capacity of this perpendicular magnetic recording medium is almost at its maximum limit. As well known, the size dimension of data storage units determines the storage capacity. Reduction of the storage unit size up to sub-nanometer will cause the magnetic polarization instability even at ambient temperature. The use of materials with substantial magnetic anisotropy can overcome this instability. However, the use of this material would require a large magnetic field in data writing. The limited availability of the required writing-field [3] raises the idea of using extra energy like a stimulant in the writing process. Along with the development of laser technology, the heat carried by the laser is believed to be one of the most enabling types of energy that can be used as a stimulant [4] . Therefore, the presence of thermally induced magnetic switching (TIMS) method is one of the most popular solutions to the writing-field constraint [5, 6] . This heatbased magnetic recording technology allows us to use the material with large magnetic anisotropy as magnetic recording media to achieve higher capacity.
In TIMS, information is written through short localized heating on the recording medium and stored while cooled to room temperature [7] . This heating is carried out at temperatures up to the Curie point to obtain the writingfield lower than the field generated by the write-head. Recent research results confirm that by heating below the Curie point and utilizing a low-field writer less than 1.7 kOe, the magnetic polarization of the nano-ferromagnetic can be reversed. In fact, in the last five years, several experimental results supported by simulation studies have indicated that magnetization reversal may occur with the aid of heat sourced from sub-picosecond laser pulses [8, 9] . This result brings even higher expectations of the realization of magnetic recording media that the process of data writing is enough to use laser pulse stimulation without having to use a low driven magnetic field.
However, the most fundamental problem in the develop-ment of current TIMS technology is an acceptable understanding of the fundamental behavior and optimization of magnetization dynamics of storage units during heating and cooling processes [10, 11] because the use of thermal fields potentially leads to a mess system. The disorder of heat-induced system behavior causes many possible magnetization reversal modes that have an impact on the writing-field magnitude. The scale of the writing-temperature is essential throughout the magnetization process [12] . As the writing-temperature approaches the Curie temperature, the magnetization randomness becomes higher. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the minimum temperature required to realize a magnetization reversal with a minimum or even no writing-field. In this paper, both the optimum writing-field as well as the zero-field-switching probability at writing-temperatures below the Curie temperature will be investigated systematically through temperature-dependent micromagnetic simulations. In addition, the way in which the magnetization of the perpendicularly-magnetized-nanodot reversed will also be analyzed based on the configuration of the magnetic domains.
Numerical Method
The simulated magnetic material was assumed to be BaFe. The BaFe has numerous attributes suitable for use as high-density HDD material. It has strong magnetic anisotropy and also an excellent chemical endurance. Quantities representing the intrinsic magnetic properties of BeFe were based on the literature of Boardman [13] , and Shirk and Buessem [14] . These quantities were magnetic saturation (4πM S ), perpendicular anisotropic constants (K), and exchange constant (A), with the respective values, were 4800 Gauss, 3 × 10 6 erg/cc, and 6.3 × 10
erg/cm. Meanwhile, the Curie temperature (T C ) was taken at 740 K which the moderate size typically used in the Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording application [15] . The simulated storage unit was a ferromagnetic layer having an easy axis perpendicular to its surface which lies in the yz-plane. Figure 1 shows the idealization of the storage unit which referred to as the nanodot. This unit was assumed to be rectangular parallelepiped with a surface of 50 × 50 nm 2 ( Fig. 1(a) ) with a thickness d which composed from 225 uniform unit-cells with each size of 3.3 × 3.3 × d nm 3 ( Fig. 1(b) ). This lateral surface unit-cell size was set to be 3.3 nm in order to make it smaller than the magnetostatic exchange length, l ex , which given by (A/2πM S 2 )
0.5 where l ex is in cm, A is in erg/cm, and M S is in emu/cm 3 [16] . Based on the selected intrinsic magnetic properties (A and M S ), l ex of the simulated nanodots is ~8.3 nm. To ensure stability of an initial equilibrium magnetization in data storage viewpoint, the energy barrier of the nanodot should be larger than 40 k B T [17] . According to the pre-calculation, by counting the height between the maximum and minimum energy of the nanodot during exposed by the external magnetic field which its magnitude increase linearly from 0 to 2 Tesla for 2.5 ns, the energy barrier of nanodot with the thickness of 10 nm was obtained about 1800 k B T. So that, in this study, the selected nanodot thickness was 10 nm.
These cells represented the smallest part of a storage unit that had only a magnetic spin. The direction of the arrow indicated the orientation of this spin. When the spin points to the (+x)-axis, the unit cell was red colored. While as the spin lies in the (-x)-axis, the unit cell was blue colored. The magnetic storage unit idealization was adopted from a model previously performed by Mizoguchi and Cargill III [18] . The adjacent spin cells interacted to produce an exchange field. This interaction affected the magnitude of the total magnetization of nanodot. In view as an entire storage disk, nanodot was assumed to be a data storage unit which presence was neither influence nor influenced by surrounding nanodots.
To find out the magnetization behavior of the storage unit in response to any applied pulses, whether of the magnetic field pulse and or the heat pulse, a temperaturedependent micromagnetic simulator was constructed based on the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. The simulators and algorithms used in this study were similar to those used by Purnama et al. [19, 20] in a previous study which was the work of Konishi et al. with modifications on the aspect of temperature [21] . The magnetic field that interacts with the magnetic moment of each spin was expressed as a resultant of the five field components, i.e., the demagnetization field, the anisotropy field, the exchange field between the adjacent spins, the external applied magnetic field, and the thermal field. The first three mentioned fields were contributed by the intrinsic magnetic properties of materials represented by M S , K, and A. They decrease with the increase of temperature. Based on the empirical approach proposed by Purnama et al. [19] , the magnetic saturation of the ferromagnetic material in temperature effect, M S (T), was proportional to (1 -T/T C ) 0.5
. While the temperature dependence of the anisotropy and the exchange constants, K(T) and A(T), can be assumed to follow a simple twodimensional relationship of M S (T) [22] because the nanodot was simulated as a material which composed from many unit-cells. As for the thermal field, its magnitude fluctuates where the average value was assumed to be zero during the magnetization process. The distribution of this field was supposed to follow the Gaussian distribution equation which its coefficients determined by the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem proposed by Brown [23] . For optimization in the computation process, the integration step used was 0.25 ps. Figure 2 illustrates the configuration of a double-pulse consisting of thermal field and magnetic field which was exposed to the nanodot. In this study, the simulation started with the presence of the magnetic field pulses. This field linearly raises from zero to its maximum value which called as inductor field, H w . Shortly after that, the nanodot was locally heated by a thermal field pulse up to reach a peak temperature which referred to as the writingtemperature, T w . The data writing period was performed during the heating phase with the time interval, t h , was 1 ns. Whereas the data storage was carried out during the cooling phase to ambient temperature (298 K) with a time interval, t c , was 0.5 ns. The cooling interval in this subnanosecond order was used to ensure that the nanodot freezes locally to ambient temperature [3] . These heating and cooling phases take place in the presence of H w .
To calculate either the probability of reversal or the magnitude of the writing field, computation was completed by using twenty different random numbers that implemented at the magnetization value of the nanodot. Each calculation was performed on H w whose magnitude increases systemically from 0 Tesla up to a value which results in a complete reversal probability (i.e., reversal probability equal to one). This magnetic field was directed parallel to the (+)x-axis. The minimum magnetic field required to produce this fully magnetization reversal is called as a threshold field, H th . This field can be associated with the field required to write data which called as the writing field. To obtain the information regarding the impact of temperature on the magnetization reversal characteristic, T w was varied from 722 K to 739.99 K. Each series of calculations was performed on three level of magnetic damping. The damping levels were quantized by assigning different Gilbert damping constant values (α), i.e., 0.008, 0.10, and 0.20. Figure 3 shows the writing-temperature dependence of the writing field. The magnitude of the writing-field significantly influenced by the temperature of heating. As the temperature increases, the writing-field decreases. The more drastically decreasing of the field occurs at the nanodot with more considerable damping. Even though there is a difference in the rate of decrease, the writing field of the three different damped nanodot types eventually has the lowest magnitude when it reaches a temperature of 737 K. At this temperature, the writing-field of these nanodots are at least 30 mT, 25 mT, and 40 mT for nanodot with Gilbert damping value of 0.20, 0.10, and 0.08 respectively. At the writing-temperature interval < 737 K, the writing-field varies with respect to the writing-temperature by a factor of (1 -β T w /T C ) γ . Writingfield behavior as a function of writing-temperature refers Fig. 2 . Double-pulse structure. The solid grey line is the magnetic field pulse. Meanwhile, the solid black line is the thermal pulse. to a change of heated anisotropy constant as previously stated by Mansuripur et al. [22] . In this temperature interval, the energy of magnetic anisotropy, which is a manifestation of the interaction between electron spins and orbital moments (spin-orbit coupling), plays a significant role in the magnetic reversal dynamics. For this reason, the strength of the magnetic anisotropy can be controlled by means of the electronic structure modification. The spin-orbit coupling interaction is temperature dependent. This interaction depleted at an elevated temperature and touched its minimum at T w = 737 K. Depletion of spin-orbit interaction leads to writing field reduction which also reaches its minimum value at 737 K. While at intervals of 737 K < T w < 740 K, the magnitude of the writing-field tends to be random in the range of tens of milli-tesla. The electrons with high temperature can effectively stimulate the magnetic switching [24] . At this interval, role domination of spin-orbit coupling interaction in magnetic reversal process is replaced by a thermal fluctuation field. Effect of fluctuations due to heat at the given temperature causes this randomization. These fluctuations occur in entire constituent fields, i.e., the demagnetization fields, the anisotropy fields, the exchange fields, and the applied magnetic fields. Figure 4 expresses the normalized magnetization value, M, on the three writing-temperatures of the nanodot with three different damping levels. The three writing-temperatures presented are 724 K, 737 K, and 739 K. Each of these temperatures represents the following data: T w < 737 K, T w = 737 K, and 737 K < T w < 740 K. Initially, the nanodot magnetization is saturated with a (−x)-axis polarization characterized by M = −1. In the early several hundred picoseconds since the external magnetic field was applied, the magnetic polarization does not alter even exposed by a magnetic field in the (+x)-axis direction. Polarization begins to turn shortly after a thermal pulse is given. During the heating phase, in t h intervals, the varies of magnetization takes place in several ways which heavily depend on T w . At T w < 737 K, for entire damping levels, the demagnetization process takes place through the nucleation of a domain-wall. There is a different domain-wall pattern between weak and strong damped nanodot. At nanodot with 0.08 of damping constant, a straight domain-wall is nucleated along the diagonal of the surface plane. While at nanodot with 0.10 and 0.20 of damping constant, a curved domain-wall is nucleated from one-end of diagonal. These wall patterns observed from the visualization of the unit-cells spin configuration of the nanodot in Fig. 5(a) [a h1 , b h1 , c h1 ] . While in the range 373 K < T w < 740 K, demagnetization takes place through randomization of the unit-cells spin (or often referred to as multi-domain configuration) as shown in Fig. 5(a) [a h2 , a h3 , b h2 , b h3 , c h2 , c h3 ] .
Result and Discussion
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (b) also observed that during the phase of cooling (in the t c interval), damping level plays two important roles in the magnetization switching mode. The first, the magnetic damping takes a response for controlling the speed in achieving a complete magnetic switching parallel to the magnetic field induction. Along with the increased damping, the nanodot will be magnetized faster towards the field before the cooling phase expired. While at low damping (α = 0.08), the perfect magnetic reversal occurs to coincide with the end of the cooling phase. The second, the magnitude of the magnetic damping determines the mode of the magnetization reversal. In Fig. 5(b) [a c1 ], at the strongly damped nanodot with 724 K of T w , the magnetization switching process takes place through the propagation of the domain-wall that has been nucleated since the heating phase started. Whereas from Fig. 5(b) [a c2 , a c3 ] observed that in nanodots with the equal damping level nevertheless with two different T w (737 K and 739 K), domain-walls was formed despite already preceded multi-domain configuration in the previous phase. Nucleation process of this wall was followed by the propagation process until the magnetization of the nanodot completely lies in the direction of the applied magnetic field. As the magnetic damping weakens, the magnetization switching mode is no longer dominated by the nucleation and propagation of the domain-wall but begins to be replaced by multi-domain configuration mode. Even the nucleation and propagation of the domain-wall mode does not arise at all in the weakdamped nanodot as seen from the Fig. 5(b 
The phenomenon of magnetization switching only with the support of a thermal pulse (the magnetic field is switched off) or often stated to as zero-field-switching (ZFS) is also observed in this simulation study. The ZFS is observed from the non-zero probability of the reversed magnetization of the heated nanodot even though the applied magnetic field is removed, P (H w = 0). Figure 6 shows the magnitude of the ZFS probability. For the writing-temperature less than 737 K, occurrences of ZFS are infrequently observed. Even at the damping value of 0.20 and 0.10, ZFC is completely unnoticed. However, ZFS is frequently detected in the entire modeled nanodots when the writing-temperature rises to within 373 K < T w < 740 K. Even in that temperature range, the probability of ZFS is in the range of 35-70 %. T w = 373 K is the critical temperature at which the magnetic anisotropy energy reaches its minimum level. At this temperature, the thermal fluctuation field has overtaken the control. The elevated thermal energy advantages to a high energy transfer [25] , causes the energetically spin system which leads into a disordered spins state [26] . The substantial increase of ZFS probability within 373 K < T w < 740 K is correlated to the effect of the annihilation of two domain walls replaced by the magnetic spins randomization during the heating phase through the configuration of multidomains. The transformation mode from domain wall nucleation to multi-domain configuration could be associated with the rapid decrease of the domain-wall energy at temperatures close to the Curie temperature which previously studied by Vértesy [27] . It was caused by the reduction of the interaction energy between the adjacent unit-cells with the increasing temperature. The ZFS phenomena are believed could be a crucial property in designing the low power spintronic devices [28] even though its 
Conclusion
A temperature-dependent micromagnetic investigation has been performed on the dynamics of magnetization reversal of the perpendicularly magnetized nanodot with either induced magnetic fields or only with thermal pulses. The essential results are summarized below:
1) The magnitude of the writing-field decreases with the writing-temperature and reaches its lowest value at a precise temperature 0.4 % below its Curie point.
2) In fact, at certain writing-temperatures, the probability of the magnetization to completely reverse without an induced magnetic field at a damped nanodot is increased drastically up to 55 %.
3) The simulation results also reveal that during the heating phase, the demagnetization mechanism depends on the writing-temperature. At low temperatures, demagnetization occurs through the formation of a domain-wall. While at high temperatures (close to the Curie point), multi-domain configuration plays as the main ways during demagnetization.
4) During the cooling phase, the magnetic ordering towards the opposite polarization is no longer controlled by temperature but by the magnetic damping, where the multi-domain configuration mode is gradually replaced by the domain-wall nucleation as the magnetic damping enlarged.
5) During the cooling phase, the magnetization reversal is held in a shorter time as the magnetic damping enlarged.
